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Lebanon has banned the screening
of Hollywood blockbuster “Wonder
Woman” because of its lead actress

Gal Gadot, who served in the Israeli mili-
tary, on the grounds of a long-standing
boycott of the Jewish state. The decision
sparked a social media frenzy, with
some Lebanese mocking the authorities
but others welcoming it as part of a
campaign to isolate Israel. An official
with Lebanon’s General Security told
AFP the interior ministry has “decided to
ban the screening of this film based on
the recommendation of the Arab
League’s Israel Boycott Office”.

Lebanon and Israel are still technical-
ly in a state of war, and the Arab League
maintains a Damascus-based office
responsible for coordinating a regional
boycott of the Jewish state. Lebanon’s
economy and culture ministry, which
oversees the boycott of Israeli products
locally,  recommended the film be
banned after last year requesting the
Arab League office issue a blanket ban
on all  the work of the 32-year-old
actress. Gadot, who like most young
Israelis did military service, made head-
lines in 2014 for a Facebook post
defending the Jewish state’s blistering
offensive in the Gaza Strip run by the
Palestinian Islamist movement Hamas.

“I am sending my love and prayers to
my fellow Israeli citizens,” she wrote.
“Especially to all the boys and girls who
are risking their lives protecting my
country against the horrific acts con-
ducted by Hamas, who are hiding like
cowards behind women and children.”
The Lebanese ban has sparked a storm
on social media, with some welcoming
the decision which led to advertising

posters for Wonder Woman across the
capital vanishing overnight. “The cam-
paign to boycott supporters of Israel in
Lebanon has succeeded,” said the
Arabic-language Facebook page of the
Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions
movement, which seeks to isolate Israel
over its occupation of the Palestinian
territories. But many in Lebanon
mocked the decision as censorship or a
waste of time, pointing out the film
could be viewed online. “Liberating
Palestine one movie at a time.
#LiveLoveCensorship,” wrote the Stop
Cultural Terrorism in Lebanon group,
which promotes freedom of expression.

‘In typical Lebanese fashion’ 
Blogger Elie Fares accused the govern-

ment of inconsistency, pointing out that
several of Gadot’s movies have aired in
Lebanon in past years. “In typical
Lebanese fashion and because we defi-
nitely have our priorities in order,

Lebanon’s government decided to rise up
from its slumber and resist, even though
the movie has been announced for over
three years now,” he wrote on his “A
Separate State of Mind” blog. “The fact of
the matter is that if you have a problem
with the content of a movie, the actor or
actress leading it or anything pertaining to
it... Simply don’t go watch it,” he added.
“Call for a boycott, but you sure as hell
have no right in making sure no one else
gets to watch it too.” Lebanon is consid-
ered one of the most liberal countries in
the Arab world, with a thriving arts scene.
But its interior ministry’s censorship
bureau occasionally bans content consid-
ered to incite confessional dissent, attack-
ing morals or state authority, or to reflect
Israeli  propaganda. So far,  Lebanon
appears to be the only Arab country to
order a ban on Wonder Woman, which
remains scheduled for release across the
region including in Egypt, Algeria and
Tunisia later this month. — AFP

Fifty years ago, The Beatles transformed from floppy-haired
boy wonders who wanted to hold your hand to abstruse
philosophers whose vision spanned civilizations. And the

effect is still being felt. “Sgt Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band”
has been called the original concept album and even the greatest
album of all time.  Either way, its release half a century ago repre-
sented a landmark in music history, with stars once focused on
churning out radio-friendly singles newly imagining albums as
intricate pieces of art.

The anniversary of the album, which came out on June 2, 1967
in the United  States shortly after its British release, has set off a
revival of “Sgt.  Pepper” which will include weekend commemo-
rations in The Beatles’s native Liverpool.  A reissued edition, with
a dynamic mix by the son of Beatles producer George Martin, is
forecast to top the next weekly chart in Britain, where “Sgt.
Pepper” was already the third top-selling album ever. “We were
always being told, ‘You’re gonna lose all your fans with this one,’”
Paul McCartney, the driving force behind the album, told British
magazine Mojo for the anniversary. “And we’d say, ‘Well, we’ll
lose some but we’ll gain some. We’ve gotta advance,’” he said.

Start of modern mixing 
The album was rooted in a subtle irony. The Beatles, the quin-

tessential pop foursome, performed in character as another, fic-
tional band-”We’re Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band / We
hope you will enjoy the show,” the opening track declares. The
album was recorded over a then unthinkable five months as
Martin made use of early mixing equipment. The Beatles brought
out instruments from an organ to a harmonium to an 18th-centu-
ry piccolo trumpet, which McCartney had spotted at a televised
Bach concert. On “Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds,” likely the
album’s most recognizable track, the musical key rapidly shifted
and John Lennon’s voice drifted higher as the recording of his
voice was slowed down.

George Harrison, freshly inspired from a retreat to India,
played the sitar to merge ragas with Western pop on “Within You
Without You” as he reflected on the spiritual quest to control the
ego. Adding to the mystique was groundbreaking cover art.
Instead of glossy photos then in vogue, The Beatles appeared as
a brass band surrounded by a motley assortment of historical and
contemporary figures from composers to writers to actors.  Even
in an age before the internet, the cover spawned conspiracy the-
ories in particular that McCartney was dead because of a misin-
terpretation of a badge he was wearing.

Many fans saw hidden meanings in the songs, such as seeing
LSD in “Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds.” The quest for secrets was
not entirely off the mark, with McCartney later revealing that the
album featured a dog whistle inaudible to humans.

Birth of artistic rock 
Concept albums were not entirely new. Jazz, not to mention

classical music, had long sought unifying themes. The Beach Boys
a year earlier had released “Pet Sounds,” whose tracks were tied
together by an aesthetic, if not a narrative. Beach Boy leader Brian
Wilson was said to have been devastated by the success of “Sgt.
Pepper,” contributing to a breakdown as he shelved his mythical-
ly unfinished “Smile” album. “Sgt Pepper” would have a major
influence in years to come as more rock artists conceived of con-
cept albums including The Who and Pink Floyd to, in more recent
times, Radiohead and Beyonce. — AFP
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Aguitar of Grateful Dead legend
Jerry Garcia on Wednesday raised
more than $3 million at an auction

to support a leading civil rights group.
Known as Wolf, the custom-made electric
guitar was a constant concert companion
of Garcia until the jam rock icon died in
1995. The original buyer put the guitar
back on auction to raise money for the
Southern Poverty Law Center, the
Alabama-based group which wages legal
battles against white supremacists and
other hate groups. At a charity concert in
New York, Brian Halligan, the CEO and co-
founder of marketing firm HubSpot,
bought Wolf for $1.932 million including
the premium.

An anonymous charity matched his
pre-premium $1.6 million bid, bringing
the total donation for the Southern
Poverty Law Center to $3.2 mill ion.
Halligan is one of the legions of
“Deadhead” fans, who for years journeyed
from concert to concert to experience the
band amid a welcoming community of
fellow travelers.

‘Somewhat priceless’ 
The entrepreneur - who co-wrote a

book on the Grateful Dead’s lessons for

marketing-promised to take good care of
the guitar and to lend it upon request. “I
don’t plan on selling it or trading it, and so
it’s somewhat priceless,” he told AFP. “I

doubt this will sell anytime soon, if ever,”
he said. The auction comes as the
Southern Poverty Law Center voices alarm
at a rise in hate crimes, especially target-
ing Muslims and immigrants, since
Donald Trump began his presidential
campaign. Wolf has a long history. It was
constructed by luthier Doug Irwin, with
Garcia debuting it at a 1973 concert with
Hell’s Angels bikers in New York.

He bequeathed the guitar back to
Irwin, who had fallen destitute in the
intervening decades, but the move set off
a battle within the Grateful Dead who ini-
tially objected and said Wolf belonged to
the band rather than Garcia personally.
After Irwin won out, it was bought for
$789,000 in 2002 by Dan Pritzker,  a
Deadhead philanthropist and heir to the
Chicago family behind the Hyatt hotel
chain. Pritzker decided to put the guitar
back on sale to support the center amid
alarm at the direction of the United States
since Trump’s victory, said Arlan Ettinger,
president of the Guernsey’s auction house
behind the sale. The guitar’s auction price,
while high, does not top the 2015 record
of $2.4 million paid for a Gibson guitar on
which John Lennon played “Love Me Do”
and other early Beatles songs. — AFP

Jerry Garcia guitar raises more
than $3 mn for rights group

Jerry Garcia’s guitar is auctioned on
May 31, 2017 in Brooklyn, New
York. — AP


